
ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES 
FOR 

MOTORCYCLE COMPETITORS

In order to create a sustainable legacy for future 
motorcycle generations it is important that current 
competitors both respect, and reduce their impact 
on, the environment by following a few basic rules: 

  Do’s
1 Use an environmental mat when working on 
 your motorcycle to prevent pollution of soil 
 and water sources.

2 Ensure that your motorcycle complies with the 
 sound limits for your category to reduce overall 
 sound levels.

3 Wash your motorcycle only in designated areas 
 or wash bay.

4 Use waste containers or refuse bags for the 
 disposal of personal waste to keep pit/paddock 
 area clean.

5 Use suitable containers for collection and safe 
 disposal of waste oil and other vehicle �uids.

6 Stick to the designated route at o�-road 
 events. 

   Don’ts
1 Don’t litter

2 Don’t use chemicals to wash your motorcycle

3 Don’t dispose of oil or vehicle �uids onto the 

 ground or into water sources

4 Don’t wash your motorcycle outside of
 designated areas

5 Don’t discard refuse, tyres or any other vehicle 
 parts along the route at o�-road events (can 
 cause serious threats for animals and also 
 humans)

6 Don’t maliciously damage �ora or injure  
 fauna.

The current state of our natural environment 
poses huge challenges for sustainable 

environmental strategies by all sectors, including 
sporting federations. MSA wishes to encourage 
sound environmental practices which are also 
compatible with the requirements of the FIM 
(Fédération Internationale de Motocyclisme).

By creating environmental awareness amongst its 
competitors MSA hopes to encourage them to act 
in  a responsible manner, to bene�t not only the 
environment, but also ultimately the sport. It is 

MSA’s wish that motorsport provide an 
outstanding example to all South Africans 

regarding care for the environment.

The future of motorsport activities and more 
generally of human activities depends on the level 
of responsibility each of us is prepared to take on.

Whether we like it or not…Environmental 
compliance poses a huge challenge for the future. 

It is up to each individual to ACCEPT the 
challenge…or to  ultimately DISAPPEAR!!

MSA’s Environmental Code with detailed 
information and guidelines for all motorsport 

stakeholders is available on our website:

www.motorsport.co.za
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